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Abstract—Speech enhancement is the process of improving 

the quality of audio relative to target speaker while suppressing 

other sounds.  It can be used in many applications as speech 

recognition, mobile phone, hearing aids and also enhancing audio 

files resulted from separation models. In this paper, a 

convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture is proposed to 

improve the quality of target’s speaker resulted from speech 

separation models without having any prior information about 

the background sounds. The proposed model consists of three 

main phases: Pre-Processing phase, Autoencoder phase and 

Retrieving Audio phase. The pre-processing phase converts audio 

to short time Fourier transform (STFT) domain.  Autoencoder 

phase consists of two main modules: dilated multi-Activation 

encoder and dilated multi-Activation decoder.  Dilated multi-

Activation encoder module has a six blocks with different 

dilation factors and each block consists of three CNN layers 

where each layer has different activation function then the 

encoder’s blocks are arranged in reverse order to construct 

dilated multi-activation decoder. Audio retrieving phase is used 

to reconstruct audio depending on feature resulted from second 

phase. Audio files resulted from separation models are used to 

build our datasets that consist of 31250 files. The proposed 

dilated multi-activation autoencoder improved separated audios 

Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNRseg) with 33.9%, Short-

time objective intelligibility (STOI) with 1.3% and reduced bark 

spectral distortion (BSD) with 97%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The field of machine learning proposed different 
architectures in complex and difficult problems that were 
unattainable in the field of speech processing. Speech 
separation and enhancement are considered two of the most 
important problems in signal processing where machine 
learning field achieves better performance on dealing with 
them. Speech enhancement is used as a step of removing or 
reducing background noise to enhance the main signal of the 
target speaker. In the current days, researchers do a lot of effort 
to have a very high quality speech that relative to the target 
speaker. 

In the field of speech analysis, speech enhancement [1] 
focus on having high quality sound of the target speaker by 
suppressing other sounds except sound of the target one [2] 

while speech separation [3] is considered the process of 
separating mixed sounds. 

The main objective of speech enhancement and separation 
is extracting signals of interest parts from an audio according to 
critical rules that can be done by post production software that 
depends currently on deep learning field. Speech enhancement 
is considered the main stone of many applications as 
teleconferencing systems, speech recognition [4,5], hearing 
aids [6-8], speaker recognition [9,10] and also can be used to 
enhance the resulted signals from speech separation systems. 

Speech understanding in noisy environments is still one of 
the major challenges as we need very high quality audio files 
with large datasets and different types of noises to train the 
enhancement models and this will need very high quality 
resources. To face the previous challenge, we built a dataset 
with 31250 audio files resulted from separation model that 
trained on a subset samples from The Oxford-BBC LRS2 
Dataset. 

Recently, deep learning made a great improvement in the 
speech enhancement field by using different structures over 
signal processing methods that based on supervised 
enhancement techniques. 

The main contribution of the proposed model is 
implementing speech enhancement structures to improve the 
speech quality of the target‟s speaker resulted from separation 
models by analyzing input speech in multiple levels. The 
proposed model plays an important role in the digital speech 
signal processing according to the type of degradation and 
background sounds in the speech signal of the target speaker. 

In this paper, we proposed a new approach for speech 
enhancement which achieved an interesting performance 
comparing against old methods. It improves the quality of 
speech resulted from separation model. It consists of three 
main phases: Pre-Processing phase, AutoEncoder phase and 
Retrieving Audio phase. It considers low quality audios 
resulted from separation models as an input and complex ratio 
mask relative to cleared audio as output. The dilation 
convolutional neural network is considered as the main stone 
of our proposed model as it has ability to expand the covered 
areas of the input audio without needing to apply pooling that 
maybe cause missing some information. Dilated convolutional 
network mainly uses dilation factor to control the size of the 
covered area. It also could analysis input signal to suppress 
background sounds without increasing kernel parameters. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1110866522000627#!
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The rest of this paper is organized in the following 
order.  Section II introduces the related work; Section III 
introduces the proposed structures and defines the main 
mechanism of speech enhancement in details. Section IV 
describes the dataset, network parameters and demonstrates the 
performance of our network. Finally, we conclude the idea of 
the proposed model in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Neural Networks is considered one of the most common 
machine learning algorithms. It has been improved over time 
and also outperforms other algorithms and methods in speed 
and accuracy. There are different types of neural network as 
convolutional neural network (CNN) [11.12], RNN (Recurrent 
Neural Networks) [13], Autoencoders [14], LSTM (Long short 
Tern Memory) [15,16] and also WaveNet that depends on 
dilated convolution network [17]. 

Emad el al. [11] proposed multi-resolution convolution 
neural network that support them in separating audio files from 
mixed sounds. They proved that concatenating sets of 
convolution network with different filters could improve the 
performance of separation compared with deep neural network 
(DNN) and fully convolution neural network. 

Jen-Cheng el al.[12] proposed audio visual model for 
speech enhancement using CNN that complete its process by 
analyzing visual and audio stream which processed using 
separated CNN models then fed into AUDIO-VISUAL 
Autoencoder model. Their model could outperform speech 
enhancement models that use audio-only and existing audio- 
visual enhancement models. 

Jinuk el al. [13] proposed model to separate audio sounds 
of two speakers. They used CNN followed by LSTM and 
recurrent neural network (RNN) then a fully connected layer is 
applied on the concatenation of forward LSTM-RNN and 
backward LSTM-RNN. They achieved better signal-distortion-
ratio (SDR) and signal interference ratio (SIR) compared with 
deep clustering method that used in sound separation. 

Yi Luo and Nima Mesgarani [15] proposed time-domain 
audio separation model to obtain target speaker sound with 
acceptable performance. Their proposed autoencoder is able to 
outperform LSTM that analyze log power magnitude 
spectrogram to complete the process of separation. 

Jitong Chena and DeLiang Wang [16] proposed speech 
separation model based on LSTM that suitable to temporal 
dynamics of speech. They used Short-time objective 
intelligibility (STOI) to measure the performance of their 
model which outperformed DNN model as LSTM could 
capture long term context of input speech and has low latency 
in completing speech separation process. 

Aaron et al. [17] proposed dilated CNN model called 
wavenet that captures the main characteristics of multiple 
speakers. their model has been trained on thousands of 
samples. They trained wavenet on different datasets as text to 
speech and music datasets. It could generate musical fragment 
that very near to realistic and has very high quality. In 
WaveNet, a set of dilated convolution layers are stacked 
together to generate a very large receptive fields with a few 

layers. Recently, wavenets are used in time domain. It can be 
used in songs separation from background noise and enhancing 
speech quality. 

Dario et al. [18] proposed speech de-noising technique that 
able to improve speech signals quality with background-noise. 
Their proposed model depends on dilated convolution. Their 
proposed model used different dilation factor in each layer 
changes in the following order 1, 2, ..., 256, 512. Their pattern 
is repeated three times. Their model has capability to de-noise 
an entire audio file in one-shot. They generated their datasets 
from two sources: speech data from the Voice Bank corpus and 
environmental sounds from Diverse Environments 
Multichannel Acoustic Noise Database (DEMAND). Their 
Perceptual tests proved that their model‟s outperform the 
Wiener filtering results. They proved that their system able to 
learn multi-scale hierarchical representations from raw audio 
instead of magnitude spectrograms. 

Yi Luo and Nima Mesgarani [19] proposed Time-domain 
Audio Separation Network (TasNet). Mainly, their network 
structure used in speech separation and also can be used in 
speech enhancement. It consists of four processes: a 
preprocessing normalization, an encoder to retrieve the mixture 
weight, a separation and a decoder to construct waveform. The 
first process in their network is used to predict the weights that 
relative to each source in the mixture weight. The weight 
detection is defined as masks that predict the contribution of 
each speaker in the mixture weight as T-F masks that are used 
in short time Fourier transform (STFT) models. In the 
Separation Network, a deep LSTM network is used to estimate 
the source masks. They used WSJ0-2mix dataset to evaluate 
their system on two-speaker speech separation problem. The 
mixtures relative to their dataset are generated randomly 
speakers from Wall Street Journal (WSJ0) dataset. Their 
proposed TasNet system could outperforms systems that use a 
T-F representation as an input to complete the process of 
learning. Comparing with STFT system, their experiments 
proved that the TasNet system was six times faster and could 
achieve very high quality speech separation performance and 
also it can be used in speech enhancement. 

Craig Macartney and Tillman Weyde [20] proposed speech 
enhancement model that used Wave-U-Net architecture for 
speech enhancement. Their experiments proved that the Wave-
U-Net could improve several metrics as Perceptual Evaluation 
of Speech Quality (PESQ), the rating of background distortion 
(CBAK), the rating of speech distortion (CSIG), segmental 
signal-to-noise ratio (SSNR) and the predicting rating overall 
quality (COVL) over the state-of-the-art. They showed that 
reducing number of hidden layers is more suitable for speech 
enhancement. 

Yong Xu et al. [21] proposed a speech enhancement 
regression model depending on deep neural networks (DNNs) 
that consists of multiple-dense layers. Their proposed model 
could achieve better performance in case of different objective 
measures. They held a subjective evaluation measure to check 
the quality of DNN model with 10 listeners, about 76.35% of 
the listener prefer using DNN results to complete the process 
of enhancement. 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37085993995
https://asa.scitation.org/author/Chen%2C+Jitong
https://asa.scitation.org/author/Wang%2C+DeLiang
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=997a28f3fbbf37a6JmltdHM9MTY2NzM0NzIwMCZpZ3VpZD0xNDlkNDEzNS1lNzYzLTYwZDYtM2JhMS01MGY1ZTYxZjYxYjcmaW5zaWQ9NTI1MQ&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=149d4135-e763-60d6-3ba1-50f5e61f61b7&psq=pesq+extended+for+what&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvUGVyY2VwdHVhbF9FdmFsdWF0aW9uX29mX1NwZWVjaF9RdWFsaXR5&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=997a28f3fbbf37a6JmltdHM9MTY2NzM0NzIwMCZpZ3VpZD0xNDlkNDEzNS1lNzYzLTYwZDYtM2JhMS01MGY1ZTYxZjYxYjcmaW5zaWQ9NTI1MQ&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=149d4135-e763-60d6-3ba1-50f5e61f61b7&psq=pesq+extended+for+what&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvUGVyY2VwdHVhbF9FdmFsdWF0aW9uX29mX1NwZWVjaF9RdWFsaXR5&ntb=1
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Andreas Jansson et al. [22] proposed a novel architecture of 
the U-Net architecture that used to complete the source 
separation task. They benefit from skip connections paths in 
building encoder-decoders of u-net. They held quantitative 
evaluation and subjective assessment to evaluate the 
performance of their model. Their experiments proved that 
their proposed architecture able to achieves state-of-the-art 
performance. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

In this paper, we proposed a model based on dilation 
convolution neural network that able to analysis and discover 
local pattern of the target speaker in STFT. The main objective 
of the proposed model is suppressing other human‟s sounds 
except target speakers. It mainly enhances the quality of speech 
resulted from separation models [23]. 

Fig. 1 depicts the structure of the proposed model.  It 
consists of three main phases: Pre-Processing phase, 
Autoencoder phase and Retrieving Audio phase. It takes low 
quality audios resulted from separation models as an input and 
scaled complex ratio mask of the cleared audios with same size 
of the input using (1,2) as output. 

          
                 

                
  (1) 

                   
            

               (2) 

where, t and f are considered as indexes of time and frequency. 

 
In the Pre-Processing phase, audio files are converted to 

STFT to generate 304X256X2 real and imaginary numbers that 
taken as an input to the Autoencoder phase and saved as 
numbers to make the process of training faster. 

Autoencoder phase consists of two modules, Dilated 
MultiActivation Encoder and Dilated MultiActivation decoder 
as in Fig. 2.  Dilated MultiActivation Encoder module consists 

of six blocks with different dilation factors and filters to 
analysis and track relation between audio patterns.  Encoder 
module able to cover more information from patterns 
depending on dilation factor without pooling which reduces the 
size of the matrix that are taken as input to the next convolution 
layer, this will cause missing some audio features and maybe 
has bad effect on the model performance. Each block consists 
of three layers, first one is CNN with dilation factor that  
different in each block to expand the covered area of the input 
features, second one takes the resulted features from the first 
layer as an input then apply CNN with the same dilation factor, 
number of filters  of the first layer and uses activation function 
called activation 1 and finally, the third layer takes the resulted 
features of first layer as input then applies CNN with activation 
function named activation 2 where the filter size in second and 
third layers is s3*S4 as in Fig. 3. Each block has different 
activations, RELU and element wise multiplication of resulted 
data from nonlinear output of activation1 and activation2 as 
experiments results [18] proved that the non-linearity 
activation work better than RELU activation in dealing with 
audio signals. Finally, the element wise multiplication of the 
second and third layers is taken as input to the next block. In 
the Dilated MultiActivation decoder, the six blocks of the 
encoder are reversed to build the decoder module. There are 
different number of filters in each block with kernel size s1*s2 
starting with reduction factor changes according to this range 
[N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6] and dilation factor changes 

according to the following range [D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6]. 
We used dilated convolutional layer in our proposed model as 
it could expand the covered area in the input audio without 
pooling. We controlled the covered area in the input by 
changing the value of the dilation factor. Dilated autoencoder 
support us in dealing with speech and discover relation 
between background sounds and target sounds without needing 
to increase kernel parameters or reducing size of the input 
features. 

 

Fig. 1. The proposed model of speech enhancement 
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Fig. 2. Dilated multi-activation autoencoder 

 

Fig. 3. Second and third layers of autoencoder‟s blocks 

In the retrieving audio phase, CNN layer is applied on the 
resulted features from decoder, then inverse complex ratio 
mask is calculated on the resulted features from CNN [13] after 
rescaling it by using (3) and finally inverse short time Fourier 
transform (ISTFT) is used to retrieve the enhanced version of 
separated audios. 

                 
 

    
     

                

                
 

where, S is the scaled complex ratio mask. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

We introduce a small-scale audio dataset containing speech 
audio with no interfering background signals taking from 
separated audio of our previous work [23]. The audio segments 
have length between 3 and 10 seconds The enhanced audio 
dataset which is used to train our network contains 31250 
audio files resulted from separation process [23] that are 
splitted into 28126 for training and 3124 for testing. Fig. 4 
shows Mixed signal of two speakers in time domain and 
corresponding spectrogram and amplitude spectrum. It also 
shows magnitude spectrum and spectrogram of speaker 1‟s 
sound and speaker 2‟s sound before mixing them 

   

   

   
Fig. 4. Original signal in time domain, spectrogram and magnitude spectrum 
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We implemented Dilated MultiActivation AutoEncoder in 
keras. In case of training, we use a batch size of 2 samples and 
Adam optimizer for 14062 batches with a learning 
rate       . Tables I and II indicate Hyper-parameters that 
used to complete the process of training. The nonlinearity 
activation function is a combination of Tanh and Sigmoid. The 
number of filters in the retrieving phase is two. Number of 
filters in the autoencider‟s blocks starting from 256 to 4 with 
decreasing factor equal half and dilation factor starting from 64 
to 1 with decreasing factor half. We used STFT as a pre-
processioning phase on the input audio where STFT is 
calculated using a Hann window with length 25ms, hop length 
of 10ms, and FFT size of 512. 

TABLE I.  TRAINING HYPER-PARAMETERS OF DILATED 

MULTIACTIVATIO AUTOENCODER MODEL 

 Value 

Learning Rate        

Optimizer Adam 

S1*S2 15*15 

S3*S4 3*3 

Activation 1 Tanh 

Activation 2 Sigmoid 

CNN Filters of Retrieving audio phase Number of filters[2] 

TABLE II.  TRAINING HYPER-PARAMETERS OF MULTI-ACTIVATION 

ENCODER AND DECODER BLOCKS 

 Number of Filters Dilation Factor 

Block 1 N1 =256 D1=64 

Block 2 N2 =128 D2=32 

Block 3 N3 =64 D3=16 

Block 4 N4 =32 D4=4 

Block 5 N5 =8 D5=2 

Block 6 N6 =4 D6 =1 

The proposed model takes STFT of separated audios 
resulted from separation model [23] as input and its output is 
enhanced version of the target speaker by removing 
background sounds of other speakers. Fig. 5 shows 
spectrograms and spectrums of two speaker resulted from 
separation model [23] before enhancement process where the 
separation models take mixed signal as input and generated 
separated sound relative to each speaker by using facial 
embedding of each speaker as a guide to complete the 
separation. 

To test the performance of our model, we held four 
experiments, three from literature papers and the last one 
depending on our proposed model. All experiments use the 
same dataset resulted from the audio separation models. 

In the first experiment, advanced version from DNN [21] is 
trained to reduce background sounds. It consists of a pipeline 
of dense layers [24]. The pipeline consists of three dense layers 
followed by dropout and the previous architecture is repeated 
two times.  Fig. 6 indicates the magnitude spectrum and 
spectrogram of the enhanced audio after taking the low quality 
speeches resulted from separation models as input. 

In the second experiment, we train u-net [22] to suppress 
background sounds. Firstly, three convolution layers with 
filters [128,128,1] is applied on the STFT values to prepare U-
net input [25]. It is considered as deep convolutional 
autoencoder with skip connection between encoder and 
decoder parts. They adopted their network to de-noise voices 
and we used the same architecture to enhance audio signal 
resulted from separation model. After training, u-net could 
have better spectrogram and magnitude spectrum comparing 
with results of separation model as in Fig. 7. In the third 
experiment, we trained Wavenet [18] architecture to enhance 
speech of the target speaker. Fig. 8 shows the enhanced 
magnitude spectrum and spectrogram of the target speakers 
after applying wavenet architecture on separated audio it has 
better results comparing with DNN as it depends mainly on 
dilated convolutional neural network. In the last experiment, 
our proposed multi-activation AuteEncoder is trained to 
complete the process of enhancement, Fig. 9 shows the 
enhanced magnitude spectrum and spectrogram resulted from 
our proposed model that is very near to original spectrogram 
and magnitude spectrum. 

 
Fig. 5. Speech separation of two speakers [spectrogram and spectrum] 
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Fig. 6. Speech enhancement using DNN [spectrogram and spectrum] 

 

Fig. 7. Speech enhancement using U-net [spectrogram and spectrum] 

 

Fig. 8. Speech enhancement using wavenet [spectrogram and spectrum] 

 

Fig. 9. Speech enhancement using autoencoder [spectrogram and spectrum] 
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Fig. 5-9 show that the proposed model has best spectrum 
and spectrogram compared with all experiments that is very 
near to the original version as it is mainly depends on dilated 
convolution with different dilation factor in each block to 
analysis input signal in different level and it does not use 
pooling in its architecture so there is no missing information 
during the training process 

Fig. 10 illustrates the average testing loss during the 
process of learning. It is clear that dilated multi-activation 
Autoencoder experiment has best testing loss comparing with 
DNN, U-NET and Wavenet. 

DNN has loss equal to 0.0991 after the second epoch, U-net 
[experiment 2].  has loss equal to 0.099 that is very near to 
DNN Wavenet [experiment 3] has loss equal to 0.095 that less 
than DNN and U-NET. Dilated multi-activation autoencoder 
has the minimum loss compared with DNN, U-NET and 
Wavenet that equal to 0.89. 

The number of trainable parameters relative to each 
experiments is summarized in Fig. 11. It is cleared that the 
dilated autoencoder has an acceptable number of parameters 
that very near to Wavenet, u-net and less than DNN. Although 
DNN consists of high number of dense layers and has very 
high parameters, it has low performance comparing with our 
proposed model. Wavenet has the minimum number of 
parameters but its performance is lower than our proposed 
model. 

  

  
Fig. 10. Average testing loss of enhancement models 

 

Fig. 11. Trainable parameters of enhancement models 

To evaluate objective performance of the proposed model, 
supporter Python Speech Enhancement Performance Measures 
(Quality and Intelligibility) project [26] is used. Four speech 
objective evaluation metrics are calculated to measure speech 
quality [Segmental Sign al-to-Noise Ratio (SNRseg), PESQ, 
bark spectral distortion (BSD) and STOI]. 

Table III and Fig. 12 and 13 indicated that the proposed 
autoencoder outperform most of enhancement models in 
SNRseg, STOI and BSD. 

It improved SNRseg of separation audio with 33.9%, STOI 
with 1.3% and reduced BSD with 97%, it is cleared that our 
proposed model has the best SNRseg, STOI and BSD 
comparing with audio resulted from separation and other 
enhancing models. Table III proved that audio files resulted 
from separation models has high noise and also high distortion 
comparing with enhanced version resulted from our proposed 
model that trained on 31250 audio files divided into 28126 for 
training and 3124 for testing. 

TABLE III.  OBJECTIVE EVALUATION MEASURE OF SPEECH 

ENHANCEMENT MODELS 

Model/Measure SNRseg Stoi Pesq BSD 

Separation model[23] 3.63 0.80 2.17 4,329.90 

U-net[22] 2.87 0.80 2.17 218.90 

DNN [21] 2.81 0.80 2.13 231.69 

WaveNet[18] 2.71 0.80 2.15 212.62 

Dilated AutoEncoder 4.86 0.81 1.95 128.89 

 

Fig. 12. Bark spectral distortion 

 
Fig. 13. Objective evaluation measures [SNRseg, Stoi, Pesq] 
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V. CONCLUSION 

We proposed dilated multi-activation autoencoder to 
enhance the performance of audio sounds resulted from 
separation models. It consists of two main modules, dilated 
multi-Activation encoder and dilated multi-Activation decoder 
where dilated multi-Activation encoder module has six 
convolutional neural network blocks with activation functions 
and different dilation factors. To build the structure of the 
decoder, the six blocks of the encoder are arranged in reverse 
order. Dataset consist of 31250 files splitted into training and 
testing sets where training set consists of 28126 files and 
testing set consists of 3124. The proposed model improved 
SNRseg of separated audios with 33.9%, STOI with 1.3% and 
reduced BSD with 97%. In the future, we will try to improve 
the performance of the proposed model by adding face 
embedding features relative to target speaker. 
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